Abstract-A method of significantly improving the capacity of high-altitude platform (HAP) communications networks operating in the millimeter-wave bands is presented. It is shown how constellations of HAPs can share a common frequency allocation by exploiting the directionality of the user antenna. The system capacity of such constellations is critically affected by the minimum angular separation of the HAPs and the sidelobe level of the user antenna. For typical antenna beamwidths of approximately 5 an inter-HAP spacing of 4 km is sufficient to deliver optimium performance. The aggregate bandwidth efficiency is evaluated, both theoretically using the Shannon equation, and using practical modulation and coding schemes, for multiple HAP configurations delivering either single or multiple cells. For the user antenna beamwidths used, it is shown that capacity increases are commensurate with the increase in the number of platforms, up to 10 HAPs. For increases beyond this the choice of constellation strategy becomes increasingly important.
I. INTRODUCTION
W ITH AN EVER increasing demand for capacity for future generation multimedia applications, service providers are looking to utilize the frequency allocations in the millimeter wave bands [1] . In these frequency bands, line-of-sight paths are required and signals are strongly attenuated by rain [2] , [3] . A possible solution is to use high-altitude platforms (HAPs), which are either airships or planes that will operate in the stratosphere, 17-22 km above the ground [4] - [12] . This unique position offers a significant link budget advantage compared with satellites and a much wider area of coverage than terrestrial. HAPs can also accommodate longer link lengths with less rain attenuation than would be associated with similar terrestrial links. Such platforms will have a rapid roll-out capability and the ability to serve a large number of users, using considerably less communications infrastructure than required by a terrestrial network [1] . To aid the eventual deployment of HAPs the ITU has recently allocated spectrum around 48 GHz worldwide [13] and 31/28 GHz for certain Asian countries [14] , with spectrum in the 3G bands also allocated for use with HAPs [15] . There is now an emerging body of work on communications delivery from HAPs both for eventual 3G deployments, e.g., [16] - [20] , as well as for communications deployed in the millimeter-wave bands. Spectrum sharing studies have been carried out e.g., [14] , since all of these bands will be used by, or adjacent to, other services. Efficient spectrum reuse will be required to ensure that such deployments can deliver high spectral efficiencies. Cellular solutions have been examined in [21] , [22] , specifically addressing the antenna beam characteristics required to produce an efficient cellular structure on the ground, and the effect of antenna sidelobe levels on channel reuse plans [22] . HAPs will have relatively loose station-keeping characteristics compared with satellites, and the effects of platform drift on a cellular structure and the resulting intercell handover requirements have been investigated [23] . Cellular resource management strategies have also been developed for HAP use [24] . Cells can be regularly spaced, as their area and location are substantially unaffected by geography and terrain, and since they all originate from the same HAP this centralization can be additionally exploited by the resource management strategy.
While it is generally acknowledged that HAPs could offer a higher spectrally efficiency than GEO satellites, some scepticism remains over whether HAPs can approach the spectral efficiency of terrestrially based broadband communications. This is based on the assumption that a cellular approach is used with the minimum cell size being limited by the maximum size of the antenna payload that can be accommodated on the HAP. This paper will illustrate that it is possible to exploit one feature that has been largely overlooked, the fact that user antennas may also be highly directive. This allows spatial discrimination between multiple HAPs located in different parts of the sky, thereby permitting them to share common spectrum. This additional bandwidth reuse, and resulting capacity gain, is dependent on several factors, in particular the number of platforms and the user antenna sidelobe levels. A multiple HAP configuration also provides for incremental roll-out: initially only one HAP needs to be deployed, with all user antennas pointing to the single HAP. As more capacity is required, further HAPs can be brought into service, with new users served by the newly deployed HAPs.
This paper quantifies the potential gains in capacity that various HAP constellations can deliver, both theoretically using the Shannon equation and also while operating a number of practical modulation and coding schemes. The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the multiple HAP scenario and possible constellations are described. We then illustrate the fundamental reuse behavior for a single beam (cell) case, explaining how it is possible to increase the capacity. In Section III, the potential performance gains are then quantified for multiple platforms each having a single cell occupying the whole coverage area. This is then extended in Section IV to a multibeam (cellular) layout from each platform, and again the increases in capacity resulting from multiple platform configurations are illustrated. Conclusions are presented in Section V.
II. MULTIPLE PLATFORM SCENARIO
The main purpose of increasing the number of platforms serving a common coverage area is to increase the capacity provided per unit area (i.e., the bandwidth efficiency). Normally, the coverage area is split into multiple cells to increase the capacity. This technique can also be adopted with a multiple platform scenario, but for the first part of this analysis we restrict ourselves to an analysis with one beam (cell) per HAP serving the whole coverage area. Multiple HAPs can increase the capacity by exploiting the directionality of the fixed user antenna which is typically a dish with relatively narrow beamwidth. This narrow beamwidth is required to provide sufficient gain to support the link budget, but additionally, it can be used to reduce levels of interference from other HAPs arranged at an angle away from the boresight of the user antenna. It is assumed that the boresight of the user antenna will always point directly at the HAP with which it is communicating (henceforth called the "main" HAP). A scenario showing the user, main HAP and one interfering HAP is shown in Fig. 1 , with all HAPs being equally spaced around a circle. In this scenario, we also assume the station keeping of the HAPs is perfect and the antenna payload is fully stabilized.
To determine the improvement in capacity it is necessary to calculate the downlink carrier-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (CINR) caused by one or more of the interfering HAPs.
In the following expressions, we denote the main HAP by the subscript , which is one of a system of HAPs. The remaining HAPs are designated the interfering HAPs (i.e., the set ). Thus, the at an arbitrary point on the coverage area can be calculated as (1) where is the transmission factor taking into account the link length, transmitter power, etc., from one of the set of interfering HAPs. Losses are assumed to increase with the square of the link length [8] , as propagation is line-of-sight at these frequencies;
is the thermal noise floor; and is the gain of the corresponding HAP antenna at an angle away from boresight, with the boresight of the HAP antennas pointing at the center of coverage point "C." Again, with reference to Fig. 1 , the link length from the user to an arbitrary HAP, e.g., , can be expressed as (2) The angle between any two any two HAPs, e.g., and , as seen by the user can be expressed as (3) where is the diameter of the circle on which the HAPs are situated and and are the HAP-user distances for and , respectively. is the gain of the user antenna at angle away from boresight. Here, the user antenna radiation pattern is modeled by the following [22] : (4) where is the boresight gain of the antenna, is a notionally flat sidelobe floor, and controls the rate of power rolloff of the main lobe. This expression presents a mathematically convenient way of describing the main and side lobes. It is assumed that the boresight of the user antenna is pointed toward the main HAP, with used to calculate the level of interference reduction for an interfering HAP at an angle to boresight (as shown in Fig. 1 ).
A. HAP Constellations
Two HAP constellation strategies are used in this paper. The first assumes deployment on a circle whose radius is fixed irrespective of the number of platforms ["fixed radius" (FR)]. The HAP locations are best expressed in terms of cylindrical polar coordinates, all situated within the horizontal plane containing the point , i.e.,
where is the set of HAPs, is the spacing radius, is the angle subtended by , and the initial line . The second strategy assumes a fixed arc (FA) length, such that the spacing radius increases with the number of platforms, i.e., (6) where is the fixed arc length. This method should help to ensure that the typical angular separation of HAPs as seen by each user does not become too small, albeit at the expense of potentially increasing the average link length, when the number of platforms is large.
B. Sidelobe Floor Beamwidth
Another useful measure is the sidelobe floor beamwidth , defined as the width of the main lobe at the points at which it terminates and the flat sidelobe floor begins. This will be used later along with the minimum angular separation (discussed later) to highlight areas that are subject to interference within the main lobe of the user antenna. The sidelobe floor beamwidth can be derived by simple algebraic manipulation from (4). First, it is useful to determine in terms of the antenna 3 dB beamwidth dB : dB (7) where dB is the 3-dB beamwidth of the user antenna (in radians) (8) where , i.e., the sidelobe floor expressed in decibels. Substituting for from (7) and inserting into (8) yields (9) In this simple single cell analysis, all the HAP antennas are modeled as being omnidirectional. Thus, power flux density in this simple model is a function of link length only. The transmit power from all users and HAPs are assumed to be identical.
C. Minimum Angular Separation and Link Length Ratio
The following two factors affect performance considerably: 1) the minimum angular separation as seen by a user at of the main HAP and interfering HAPs, defined as: (10) 2) the minimum link length ratio of the interferers and main HAP as seen by a user at , defined as
An example coverage plot of these constraints for four HAPs, each situated at a height of 17 km and on a 10-km spacing radius, has been generated assuming that a "test" user is situated at each point in the plot (the boresight of the antenna of a test user will point directly at the main HAP) are shown in Fig. 2 . Fig. 2(a) shows that the minimum angular separation tends to decrease away from the center of the coverage area, and is best just to the left of the main HAP. Within the coverage area, assumed to be of 30-km radius, the minimum angular separation remains above 14 . This means that for the inner part of the coverage area the interference will be entering in the side lobes of the user antenna or at least well down the main lobe, for most practical user antenna beamwidths. Hence, good interference rejection will result. Fig. 2(b) illustrates that there is a triangular region containing the main HAP to the right of coverage area where the link length ratio is above 1, indicating that worst case interfering HAP has a longer link than the main HAP. This provides a further slight reduction to the interference level experienced by users in this region. The converse is true elsewhere, the worst area being to the left of the coverage area, furthest way from the main HAP and closest to one of the interfering HAPs.
For the interference limited case, the corresponding coverage plot of the CIR received by a user with an antenna beamwidth of 17 has been generated using (1) , and this is shown in Fig. 2(c) . The better minimum angular separation and link length ratio combine to deliver higher CIR to the right of the main HAP, with the expected poorer performance seen on the left. With this user antenna, the region inside the 26 contour (half the sidelobe floor beamwidth, as angular separation is calculated from boresight outwards) in Fig. 2(a) is subject only to sidelobe interference, with the region outside being subject to mainlobe interference. The region outside the coverage area has particularly low CIR due the poor interference rejection provided by the reduced angular separation. In this region, interference is received well within the main lobe where it is subject to much less attenuation. Clearly, performance would be better if an antenna was selected for a region of interest with a sidelobe floor beamwidth much less than half the minimum angular separation, but that is beyond the scope of this paper. In addition, commercially it is probably better to have a single user antenna type, allowing greater economies of scale and a common installation strategy.
III. SINGLE-CELL PERFORMANCE
The performance of the single cell, multiple HAP scenario has been assessed for different numbers of HAPs, different HAP constellation strategies, and user antennas with a range of directionalities. The default parameter values used in the assessments are listed in Table I .
A. Capacity Determination Using the Shannon Equation
To assess the performance, the distribution of the CINR has been determined across the circular coverage area. The CINR at each point relating to each HAP has then been converted into bandwidth efficiency using the Shannon equation given by 1 [1] (12)
The aggregate bandwidth efficiency available across the coverage area is derived from the summation of that offered by each HAP. That is, for each ground position there 1 The Shannon equation is only perfectly accurate for a Gaussian noise source. Interference will only be approximately Gaussian. are "test" users, whose antenna points directly at a different HAP. The links from each "test" user to their respective HAP will support a specific bandwidth efficiency, and these values are summed to yield the aggregate bandwidth efficiency for each ground position. That is (13) Similarly, the performance is measured using a cumulative distribution function (cdf) of the statistics. In the following couple of examples, we consider an interference-limited case, when the interference is much higher than the noise floor, e.g., when the links are not attenuated by rain. This allows the interaction of the received power components from the multiple HAPs to be more clearly identified, as in these circumstances CINR becomes CIR. Fig. 3 shows the cdf's of CIR and bandwidth efficiency for two, three, and four HAPs situated at the default radius, using the FR strategy. The results illustrate that, as expected, the CIR performance becomes worse as the number of HAPs in the configuration increases. This results in a reduction in the rate of increase in bandwidth efficiency, compared with the increase in the number of HAPs. Fig. 4 shows the effect on median CIR across the coverage area for a range of HAP spacing radii and several user antenna beamwidths, for a configuration of four HAPs (bandwidth efficiency would follow the same trends). The results show that nothing is to be gained by increasing the HAP spacing once interference from the other HAPs is received within the sidelobes of the user antenna (the almost flat part of the graphs). In addition, from a link budget perspective it is actually better to keep links as short as possible so it will always be beneficial to use the minimum HAP spacing radius that yields good bandwidth efficiency.
The limit on the value of median CIR is governed by the level of the sidelobes of the user antenna, which in this case are at 30 dB below peak gain. The results of Fig. 3(a) show that the CIR remains sufficiently high to support high rate modulation schemes such as 64QAM which require an signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of at least 25.5 dB for a bit-error rate of 10 , as will be discussed in more detail in Section III-B. Hence, there is little to be gained from a further reduction in the user antenna sidelobes, and in practice links will also become noise limited. Dealing with specific results: with a user antenna of beamwidth 30 the median CIR limit is never reached for any practical HAP spacing radius, so clearly this beamwidth is too wide for this application. A practical beamwidth would be between 2 -15 , making the minimum "ideal" HAP spacing radius between 2-11 km for a system of up to 4 HAPs.
B. Capacity Determination Using Modulation and Coding Schemes
The Shannon equation is an idealized method of determining the bandwidth efficiency that is very useful for determining relative performance and general behavior, but to assess the performance more realistically we use four modulation and coding schemes as shown in Table II . These have been evaluated assuming a bit-error rate of 10 , and a Reed Solomon/convolutional concatenated code. The Reed Solomon code is a (204 188) shortened code and the convolutional code is rate 3/4, constraint length 7, giving a resulting combined code rate of 0.6912. All Eb/No values take into account transmission over a predistorted 28-GHz solid-state power amplifier [25] .
In a real system, the CINR would be time varying (e.g., when subject to rain attenuation) so such schemes would form part of an adaptive modulation and coding strategy, where the highest rate modulation and coding scheme is selected that can operate adequately at the CINR available to the user or HAP at the time. A typical protocol that uses such a strategy is IEEE 802.16 [26] . The effects of the noise floor have been included to provide a more realistic assessment of actual capacity. The SNR values shown have been determined assuming that the noise plus interference is Gaussian, and the CINR is equivalent to the SNR. This is a worst-case approximation, as interference characteristics are deterministic and so could be mitigated using appropriate signal processing techniques.
The distribution of the CINR has been determined across the circular coverage area. Now, the CINR at each point relating to each HAP has been converted into bandwidth efficiency using the modulation and coding schemes, with the scheme selected such that it delivers the highest rate commensurate with the received CINR.
Again, the aggregate bandwidth efficiency is determined from a summation of the bandwidth efficiency of all the individual HAPs serving the coverage area.
Increasing the Number of HAPs: Fig. 5(a) shows the aggregate bandwidth efficiency for a configuration of 16 HAPs, assuming FR spacing. It is now also useful to concentrate on a user antenna beamwidth of 2 , which will deliver an improved the link budget and allows more HAPs to be used in a constellation without them causing excessive interference. It can be seen that the bandwidth efficiency is greatest in the center of the coverage area inside the HAP spacing radius. The bandwidth efficiency falls progressively toward the edge of the coverage area, as modulation and coding schemes that operate at lower CINR's are selected. This is largely due to the fact that the longer length links will be noise limited, the 2 user antenna beamwidth ensures that these locations are not particularly affected by the reduced angular separation for this specific scenario. The interference-limited case is shown in Fig. 5(b) for comparison. In this case, the highest modulation and coding combination can be used by all users in the coverage area, hence accounting for the constant bandwidth efficiency. Fig. 6 examines the aggregate bandwidth statistics in more detail, illustrating the effects of increasing the number of platforms, in this case from 8 to 20, while also showing the ef- fects of different constellation strategies. The steps shown in the cdf are a result of the discrete choices of modulation and coding schemes available. Performance based on the Shannon equation, shown earlier, allowed a continuous mapping between bandwidth efficiency and CINR. As expected, increasing the number of platforms results in higher aggregate bandwidth efficiency, but the increase is not linear, caused by the overall increase in interference levels. In both the 8-and 20-HAP cases, it is shown that the constellation strategy has limited effect for a small number of locations where there are high bandwidth efficiencies. These cases occur immediately below the HAPs, where there is already sufficient angular separation. In the case where there are poorer bandwidth efficiencies there is a more marked difference in performance, and the best scheme depends on the number of HAPs in the constellation. The FR scheme is best in the 8 HAP case, predominantly because the azimuthal spacing is better (the arc length is greater than 3 km), and the link length variation is more uniform. In the 20-HAP case with a fixed spacing radius of 10 km the FR scheme will deliver spacing below 3 km; in this case, the constant arc length (FA scheme) is needed to ensure sufficient azimuthal separation, and performance is better despite the resulting larger spacing radius causing a greater link length variation.
The increase in median (50th percentile) capacity as the number of HAPs is increased is illustrated in Fig. 7 for different user antenna bandwidths and HAP constellation strategies. It is seen that the narrower beamwidth user antennas cause an overall increase in capacity, primarily as a result of the improved interference reduction characteristics. The choice of constellation strategy has a limited effect, mainly because the users with the median bandwidth efficiency are affected little. In the case of the wider beamwidth user antennas, it is seen that the constellation strategy is much more important, especially with a larger number of HAPs. Recall from Fig. 2(a) the angular separation of the main HAP to an interfering HAP will play an important part in overall performance. Thus, a narrower beamwidth user antenna is increasingly beneficial as more HAPs are added to the constellation. In terms of the pro-rata increase (relative to one HAP), all configurations increase by the same amount up to 10 HAPs indicating that the increase is constrained by the extra sidelobe interference. Beyond this, the constellation strategy becomes a significant mechanism for ensuring that main lobe interference is minimized. The FR scheme with wide user antenna beamwidth performs particularly poorly. In these scenarios, it may be particularly useful to develop constellations where HAPs are arranged on more than one spacing radius.
It is also useful to determine the joint CINR statistics for the same 16 HAP configuration. These statistics can be used to indicate the overall quality of CINR across the coverage area, and are particularly useful if users can select the most suitable HAP. To aid the subsequent analysis it is useful to define a set T of "test" users that are located at arbitrary points within the coverage area. It then follows that the set of elements that have CINR at or above a threshold from HAP can be expressed as (14) The sets can be matrix summed to give a new set which contains elements that record the number of platforms that can serve each arbitrary points at or above , i.e., (15) A new set of elements can be defined as the set of locations served by at least out of the set of HAPs (16) So the probability that at an arbitrary location within the coverage area that has a CINR at least dB and can be served by at least out of HAPs is (17) where the vertical bars mean the number of elements in the set.
For the 16-HAP case, Fig. 8 shows for instance that a minimum of 14.2-dB CINR is available from all platforms across the whole of the coverage area-the "All 16" line . If the user is free to select the HAP with best CINR then a minimum CINR of 18 dB is available across the coverage area-the "At least 1" line . Statistics are presented for other diversity options, for instance when there is a more limited choice of platform selection e.g., the "Any 5" and "Any 10" lines. Finally, the "Each HAP" line illustrates the cases studied in previous figures when the user cannot choose the HAP (the individual CINR statistics), in this scenario the performance variation is much wider as it is neither the best or worst case.
IV. MULTIPLE CELL PERFORMANCE
The analysis can be extended to platforms which each serve multiple cells by use of spot beam antennas. By way of example, we have extended the method of [22] , [23] , which de- rive power and CINR for each beam in a 121-cell network. In this paper, we use the 121-cell network and the technique of choosing spot-beam antenna beamwidths which optimally illuminate each cell [22] , but we have modified the technique to allow the HAP to be offset from the center of the coverage area. The three interfering HAPs illuminate the same cells with the same channel (a pessimistic case), and it is apparent that each of these interfering multibeam footprints can be d
The CINR at each ground position is then derived from the ratio of required power from the "main" HAP spot beam to the sum of all the interfering powers. These include the other cochannel antennas on the "main" HAP, and the sum of the cochannel antenna powers on the other HAPs scaled by the pointing loss of the customer antenna (4) . Hence, the expression derived in (1) must be modified to take account of the extra sources of interference, so for an arbitrary point the CINR is:
CINR (18) where is the received power contribution from the main HAP in the cell of interest.
are interference power contributions from cells on the same channel on the main HAP. are the interference power contributions from all cells sharing a common channel on interfering HAPs. This expression takes into account path loss, transmit power and antenna gain of each beam, and the relevant angles determine the individual power contributions. The multiple beams on each HAP point to the center of each cell which are arranged on a uniform hexagonal grid. Just as in several previous examples it is assumed that the multibeam scenario is interference limited, due to the number of beams and the fact that the antennas on the HAP are highly directional and hence have a high gain, i.e., . (18) for a four HAP scenario, for a single channel in a four-channel reuse plan. The customer antenna beamwidth has been fixed at 5 and has a 30 dB sidelobe level. The HAP spot-beam antennas which illuminate the cells are all modeled after [10] , each with a 40 dB (from peak) sidelobe level, and hence the footprint of each individual cell is computed.
In Fig. 9 , it is apparent that the cells with highest CIR are on the left hand side of the plot, i.e., at a greater distance from the "main" HAP than those cells on the right, despite the proximity here of the three interfering HAPs. This effect is consistent with the findings of [8] and [22] where, for the single-HAP 121-cell case, the more distant cells experienced greater CIR due to them being served by more directional spot-beams than for those cells just below the HAP. This effect is little modified by the addition of three additional HAPs because they contribute interference via the user antenna sidelobe only.
We also present a comparison of the one-, two-, and four-HAP schemes in terms of CIR in Fig. 10(a) . These illustrate that CIR is little affected by the additional HAPs sharing common spectrum, ensuring that the bandwidth efficiency increases almost in line with the number of HAPs. The range of CIR is dominated by the cellular structure rather than as a result of interference from the extra HAPs. The 14-dB CIR corresponds to the edge of a cell with up to 27 dB occurring at the cell centers.
The aggregate bandwidth efficiency variation has again been determined using the modulation and coding schemes in Table II , and this is shown in Fig. 10(b) for each configuration. This follows the range in CIR, with the large differences in performance being a result of the extra capacity provided by the additional HAPs, similar to the single cell case.
V. CONCLUSION
In addition to HAPs providing a rapid roll-out capability for new services, we have shown that incrementally deploying fur- ther HAPs operating in the same allocated spectrum will provide significant increases to capacity, allowing future customers to be supported. An evaluation methodology has been developed, consisting of: minimum angular separation of HAPs as seen by the user, link length ratio, and sidelobe floor beamwidth. These have been used to help explain the CINR behavior of multi-HAP constellations. We have shown that for a 5 beamwidth user antenna, the optimum HAP spacing radius is approximately 4 km. Using a single cell per HAP scenario as an example, we have shown that constellations of up to 8 HAPs could be deployed yielding an almost pro-rata increase in capacity for user antenna bandwidths of up to 5 . For larger HAP constellations, the constellation strategy and user antenna beamwidth become increasingly important as these govern the overall interference reduction capabilities. We have shown an example where a 20-HAP deployment, located on a single spacing radius with constant arc length (3 km) and 2 user antenna works well. Similar increases in capacity can be seen with multiple HAP deployments when each HAP supports multiple cells, but in these cases it is the intercell interference from the users' HAP which dominates the overall interference seen by the user. After a few years as a Microwave Systems Engineer with Philips Research Laboratories, Redhill, U.K., he joined the University of Kent, Canterbury, U.K., where he developed an interest in spread-spectrum techniques. In 1979, he moved to the Royal Signals and Radar Establishment, Malvern, U.K., where he developed military satellite communications. He has worked closely with industry and has served on several intemational committees. Since 1987, he has been Head of the Communications Research Group, University of York, York, U.K. He is also a Director of SkyLARC Technologies Ltd., York, U.K., a company developing wireless broadband solutions with emphasis on HAPs. He is active in the IEE Professional Network on Satellite Systems and Applications and is a regular invited presenter at international conferences, workshops, and tutorials in the fields of VSAT and HAP communications. He is responsible for numerous research contracts from industry and other agencies and is the named author of over 100 publications. His current interests include wireless communications systems and small-dish satellite communications (VSATs).
